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secutex fixed coating 

secutex coated lifting straps gently adapt to the 
„sharp edges“ of the load. The extreme structural 
resistance of the secutex material safely prevents 
any cutting of the load lifting accessory. For 
very „sharp edges“ the coated lifting strap is 
preferable since it reliably prevents movement 
over the edge.

We offer two different Typees of fixed coating.

The secutex fixed coating protects the single-
sided secutex coating against cuts to the 
load-bearing textile.The reverse side is protected 
against abrasion and dirt by the Powerflex thin 

coating. The lifting straps with secutex fixed 
coatings are very flexible and easy-to-use.

The two-sided fixed coating provides all-round 
protection to the lifting strap, offering double 
security. This means that both sides can be used 
as contact sides. Dangerous mix-ups are now a 
thing of the past. When lifting long steel compon-
ents, the user is helped by the good friction of the 
secutex coating. Even when subjected to a slight 
out-of-centre impact, the beams do not slip out 
of control. The lead can be brought safely to the 
ground and attached correctly.
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secutex [S1]
secutex [S2]

01.4  SECUTEX FIXED COATING 

secutex [S1]
secutex [S2]

Coated with secutex on one side or equally on 
both sides, this version is particularly robust and 
extremely cut-resistant.

The advantages
- Extremely cut-resistant
- Impossible for creases to form in the textile
- Nearly indestructible

End pieces
- Various loop forms
- D-shackle
- C-shackle 

Optionally available
- Various surfaces
- Reinforcement
- Various secutex Typees

secutex [S1] und secutex [S2]

secutex „S2“ [cross-section of coated lifting strap]: encased 
with secusfar on every side 

secutex „S1“ [cross-section of the coated lifting strap]: coated 
with secutex on one side
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